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Welcome to the adventures of your childhood friend with exciting
journey to the moon. Jerry was always there for you to entertain
you and now it’s your turn to return the favour. This time Jerry will
not only just entertain you but will also make you filthy rich along
with hell of surprises in future. You also don't have to be concerned
about genuineness; your childhood pal will never disappoint you.
Its safe, secure and tested to the core.



SAFEJERRY is a deflationary, autonomous yield and liquidity generation
smart contract that imposes a 10% tax on each transaction to punish
traitorous sellers, and is divided into three parts: 4% goes to the liquidity
pool, 4% goes to the holders who are loyal to Jerry, and the remaining 2% is
burned to influence the price of the adorable $JERRY token. 

Most importantly, it won't be simply another token with limited
functionality; it will also have a significant utility, which will

come as a surprise to JERRY's loyal pals in the long run.



Simply keep $JERRY in your wallet, relax, and reap the benefits of 4% worth of
tokens shared among holders automatically without having to do anything. You
will receive more free tokens in your wallet as more transactions occur in the
network. The demand for $JERRY grows as a result of this attractive incentive.

The smart contract automatically adds 4% of tokens to the pool in a 50/50 split
on each transaction. Half of the $JERRY is sold into BNB and immediately
wedded to the remaining half tokens, resulting in an incredible risk mitigation
feature that keeps the market liquid, the liquidity pool balanced, and thus
creates a firm price floor and makes the token more stable.

AUTONOMOUS LIQUIDITY POOL GENERATION

REWARD DISTRIBUTION 



Our smart contract automatically burns 2% on each transaction to improve scarcity and value of
$JERRY, resulting in a steadily decreasing circulating quantity. Because pricing is mostly driven
by supply and demand, if supply decreases, the price of a token will rise. For example, if you're on
a deserted island with only three bananas and one of them is eaten by a cheeky monkey swinging
by, the worth of your remaining bananas (now two) has grown by exactly 1/3.
Furthermore, the team will keep manual burns, which will be considered whenever the project
reached a new milestone. A burn strategy will be implemented with the goal of long-term benefit
and reward for individuals who own $JERRY. The great part is that the burn wallet can only send
$JERRY tokens to a dead address. The burn wallet cannot be used to withdraw tokens; it can only
be used to burn them.

 

AUTONOMOUS + MANUAL BURNS

SURPRISES FOR JERRY'S TRUE FRIEND
Well everyone loves a surprise, don't they? but trust me what bombshells we have planned
for the future of this project and it's holders would surely take $JERRY to another level. So
sit tight with $JERRY in his amazing journey to the moon and he will make sure to never
let his friends down.



To ensure that everyone's investment is safe and secure, we'll instantly lock 100
percent liquidity till the end of the year, ensuring that the team can't yank out the
liquidity and flee right after launch.

Hello everyone, SAFEJERRY's FOUNDER here, before we get into this i want to share
something with you guys that I know how it feels to find out that the project you put
your hard-earned money into turned out to be a rip-off. I'm literally sick of seeing so
many rugs in crypto, despite the fact that some projects have the potential to be
amazing in the future. I myself have lost tons of money in rugs that you could only
imagine. One of the reasons for launching this project is to provide customers peace of
mind that their hard-earned money will be safe. My team and I, with the aid of the
community, will take every precaution to ensure that your investments in our project
are completely safe, as you will witness for yourself in the future.

Locked Liquidity



So minting is basically the generation of tokens once a specific total quantity has been
assigned, and the contract owner keeps minting as many tokens as possible before dumping
them in the market over and again. From the beginning of our project, there was no mint
function in our contract, and anyone could see it in BSC SCAN.

Intensive audits of our smart contract will be carried out by highly recognised firms such
as Certik, Solidity finance, and others utilising treasury funds, and also we encourage our
community to advise us from where we should conduct further audits.

You read that correctly. We'll also renounce ownership, which means the contract's
ownership will be allocated to the zero address, taking possession of contract from them.
Nobody holds the private keys to the zero address, therefore this effectively gives
ownership of the contract to nobody and no one could possibly alter the contract anymore.

NO MINT FUNCTION IN CONTRACT

OWNERSHIP RENOUNCED

AUDITS



Symbol: $JERRY

 Total supply (100%) = 1,000,000,000,000

   Burning (26%) + Staking (10%) = 360,000,000,000

    Presale (29%) = 290,000,000,000

     Pancakeswap (17%) = 170,000,000,000

 Treasury [Development, Marketing, Audits,
Future Listings] (12%) = 120,000,000,000

   Team (6%) = 60,000,000,000

SAFEJERRY



Q4

SAFEJERRY Initiated
Team Building
 Tokenomics
Presale Allocation
Logo Design
Make Social Accounts

Build Website and Finish Whitepaper
Grow Social Media Presence
Whitelist Registration
Pancakeswap listing
Development of huge surprise
Listing on Coinmarketcap & Coingecko
Smart Contract Audits
Wide-scale Marketing Strategies
Poocoin & Dextool advertisements 
Social media Influencer promotions
Meme contests, AMA's and many more
Huge Surprise at 1000 Holders

Q3

2K21



Q1 Q2

We going to
the moon
for real! 

Development of another huge surprise
CEX exchange listings
Exciting staking programs
Strategic partnerships
Continued Marketing Campaigns
Working with Marketing Agencies
Hiring a full-time Dev team
Expanding Marketing team
More AMA's
Huge Surprise at 2500 Holders

SAFEJERRY Mini-Games
SAFEJERRY merch store
Uniswap listing
Major CEX Exchange Listings
Further development
More hirings
Collaboration with Big Influencers
Huge partnerships
MORE EXCITING SURPRISES 

2K22



To avoid a pump and dump situation, the presale was for approved whitelist applicants only;
Our goal is to support all of our early believers across all of our social channels. Thanks to
this method, we will avoid whales dump on people if/when the price rises, wallet cap cheaters,
and bot activity. Also we have set the max/min buy = 1 BNB only, as well as the hard cap =
290 BNB, to ensure that each wallet receives only 0.1% of the entire supply, which is fairly
distributed and will assist to avoid early huge dumps.

1 BNB = 1,000,000,000 JERRY

 170 BNB would be added to locked liquidity
  120 BNB would be added to treasury wallet 

Presale terms:

SOFT CAP = 230 BNB | HARD CAP = 290 BNB  | MAX/MIN BUY PER WALLET = 1 BNB

Presale distribution:

Presale strategy to avoid dump:



 

 Burn Wallet  = 0x85e0A5fB83e765E3D979f84D18DA5Ca61d156E91

 Treasury Wallet  =  0x6448a7CC8043fFCD95BCC7cCaF0A0089B6179519

 Presale Wallet  = 0xD7dC45cb9BD8bcD53623f3680D2DCEa5C2FDc7F0

 Liquidity Lock Wallet  = 0xc89663E7D2C36e88c9a54b9F9d0bb84779667Ab0

                       
    Contract Address: 0xc25fdf969c134f4c2087b94a189d53852c91ad2f



Our team is comprised of 6 people in total; CEO & developer, CTO & developer, Web
developer, Marketing Expert, Head Designer and Community Manager. We are quite

experienced in this field especially our CEO who has been a crypto investor and advisor
since 2015, has a lot of expertise and is very skilled. We are a forward-thinking team

with a clear goal who will put in all effort to construct and develop the project.
As a team, we are dedicated to making you wealthy, and we mean it for real. However,
We will require community support, particularly if any problem arise with the project.

When JERRY needs his pals the most, he expects them to be there for him.



www.safejerry.com

t.me/safejerry

@safejerry

SAFEJERRY

@safejerrybsc

@safejerrybsc

@safejerry

r/safejerry

http://www.safejerry.com/
https://t.me/safejerry
https://twitter.com/safejerry
https://medium.com/@safejerry
https://www.tiktok.com/@safejerrybsc?lang=en
https://www.instagram.com/safejerrybsc/
https://www.facebook.com/Safejerry-101367502172391/
https://www.reddit.com/r/SAFEJERRY/

